
Guidelines for Using Groups.io Listserve

Welcome to the Uprooting Lyme Practitioners io Discussion Group!
If you ever need to modify your preferences, go here: https://groups.io/groups

To SEND an email / start a NEW TOPIC:
- From your email, simply start an email to: ULPractitioners@groups.io
- Choose a clear subject so everyone knows what the topic is;
- Write out your email and hit send!

To REPLY to incoming messages:
- Simply reply on the email thread and your response will be shared with the entire

group.

List-Serve Purpose:
Uprooting Lyme is a nature-based healing approach dedicated to the diagnosis and
treatment of chronic infectious and environmental toxin-driven illnesses. Uprooting Lyme
promotes understanding of these diseases through nature connection, research,
education, and clinical experience. We strongly support innovation in patient care
through open dialogue and the sharing of experience and insight in this safe container
of like-minded healthcare professionals dedicated to creating the future of natural
medicine in the here and now.

The views, statements, and opinions expressed on this forum by its members do not
necessarily represent nor reflect the views of Hillary Thing and Uprooting Lyme.

Posting Guidelines

● This group discussion is for the use of Uprooting Lyme Practitioner Members
only.

● The purpose of this group is to provide a forum for the exchange of
information and ideas regarding the treatment of disease, and the cultivation
of vitality.

● To maintain privacy and confidentiality, DO NOT discuss or share emails or
parts of emails with anyone outside this group.

https://groups.io/groups
mailto:ULPractitioners@groups.io


● Maintain patient confidentiality if discussing a specific case.
● We do not allow way-off-topic discussions, disrespectful exchanges, or

material that would be considered inappropriate to a mixed professional
discussion group.

● Solicitation of funds for groups or individuals is not permitted.

Thank you for making this Discussion Group an invaluable brain trust resource!


